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Abstract 
One of the advantages of oscillatory neural networks is the dynamic link among 

features by input-dependent synchronization of oscillations. 
We have discussed the relation between synchronous/asynchronous oscillation and 
the connection architectures of an oscillatory neural network with two pairs of 
excitatory-inhibitory cells. Through numerical analysis, we show synchronous 
and asynchronous connection types in a wide parameter area for two different 
inputs and one connection~arameter. 
The results are not only consistent with the classification of synchronous邸 ynchronous

(1~91) . 
／ 

connection types in Konig's model m the sense of an equivalent self-
feedback, but also offer a useful guidelme on how to construct a network with 
local connections for a segmentation task. 

*This paper is submitted to Journal of Neural Computation, MIT press. 
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1 Introduction 

Recently, stimulus-specific synchronous oscillations in cat visual cortex have been reported by 
two research groups in Germany (Eckhorn et al., 1988; Gray et al., 1989). The synchronous 
oscillations are interesting not only biologically, but also computationally as a dynamic feature-
binding mechanism in the brain. 

The hypothesis of dynamic feature-binding is that oscillations quickly create dynamic links 
between synchronized features, which are segmented from desynchronized features for spatial seg-

mentation (Shmizu & Yamaguchi, 1989; Sompolinsky et al., 1991) or temporal segmentation (Wang 
et al., 1990; Horn et al., 1991; Malsburg & Buhmann, 1992). 
However, in order to create a dynamical information synthesis function by synchronization, bifurca-
tion analysis based on different inputs and the influence of the topological connection architecture 
of an oscillatory neural network on its computational function, should be discussed quantitatively 
as well as qualitatively. 

In a general case of coupled oscillator models with E-I (excitatory-inhibitory) pairs, a theoretical 
analysis of synchronization is almost impossible. One reason is that the input bias changes not only 
the number and position of the equilibrium points, but also the characteristic frequencies of the 
oscillators. In the case of two oscillators without input bias, theoretical analyses of in-phase/anti-
phase oscillations have been reported (Kawato & Suzuki, 1980; Nagashino & Kelso, 1991). 

Khibnik et al. (1992) have reported a numerical bifurcation analysis similar to that found in 
this paper. Since the model incorporates the more complex Willson-Cowan oscillators (Borisyuk & 
Kirllov, 1992), even though they are two homogeneous oscillators with an "identical input bias," 
the bifurcation routes are very complex. Hopf bifurcation (limit cycle⇔ torus) is common to each 
case. 

However, the case with different input values is more important to the dynamical information 
synthesis by synchronizations, because, as feature-binding, we want to create dynamical synchro-
nized clusters at some positions according to the inputs or the relations among them. 

Konig et al. (1991) have proposed that there are two types of connections on a coupled neural 
network with different inputs, synchronous and asynchronous. They show that the connection from 
an E-cell to the nearest-neighbor I-cell causes synchronism, and the connection from an E-cell to 
the next nearest-neighbor E-cell causes asynchronism. However, their discussion, based on several 
examples, is merely qualitative. As a guideline to constructing a network for a segmentation task, 
further quantitative analysis is required. 

In this paper, we investigate by numerical analysis the relation between synchronous/ asynchronous 
oscillations and connection architectures in a model with two E-I pairs. 

We show that, in a wide parameter area for two different inputs and one connection parame-
ter, the excitatory-excitatory and inhibitory-inhibitory connections between two pairs tend to be 
asynchronous, while the excitatory-inhibitory and inhibitory-excitatory connections tend to be syn-
chronous. We discuss briefly how to use the results to construct a network with local connections 
for a segmentation task. 

2 Four types of connection architectures 

First, we discuss the effect of delay in Konig's E-I oscillator, and show that in the case of small 
delay, the effect of delay is equiv叫entto that of positive self-feedback. Then we introduce a model 
without delay but with self-feedback. We are not interested in the result for Wilson-Cowan's 
model (Borisyuk & Kirllov, 1991) or Konig's model per se, but rather in the general behavior for 
synchronizations of coupled oscillators with E-I connections. 
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k伽ig'sE-I oscillator model is 

To拓(t) = -年(t)-W F(xi(t -r)) + ie, 

T必 (t) =—匹(t) + WF(xe(t -r)), 

F(x) = 1/(1 + exp<T(B→))． 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In the above notation, Xi denotes the time-differential of the variable Xi. 
When the delay r is small, Konig's E-1 oscillator in equations (1)-(3) can be approximated to the 
following linearized equations using x(t -r)~x(t) -rx(t) (from a personal discussion paper by 

Dr. Masa-aki Sato). 

(rJ + r2W2 P,F/) [お：］＝［二⑰:!: 『~互＿―~~:: 腐・)~苔d[ !:: l- (4) 

Here F:, Ff are the derivatives F'(元e),F'(函） at an equilibrium pointな西．

The eigenvalue of the Jacobian matrix is入＝一aro+ W2r窮Ff士i(ro+ ar)W J五万.When the 

real-part of入ispositive, W2rF'(xe)F'(函） > aro, there is a limit cycle. Note that when the delay 
is small, the effect of the delay is equivalent to that of positive self-feedback. 
Thus, in this paper, we consider the effect of positive self-feedback, in various connection architec-

tures. 
Next, we consider a model of oscillatory neural networks with two symmetrically connected 

homogeneous E-I pairs. The four types of connection architectures are shown in Fig. 1. The 
dynamic equations are as follows (i, j = 1 or 2, j cl i). 

(Case 1) 

(Case 2) 

(Case 3) 

(Case 4) 

Xi = -Xi + G(W, 的— KEJYi +Ii+ WijXj), 

Xi = -Xi + G(W, 匹 i-KEJ祐+Ii -KE12Yi), 

Xi = -Xi+ G(WiiXi -KEJ祐+Ii), 

Xi = -Xi + G(W, 的— KEIYi 十 Ii),

Yi= -Yi+ G(KJEXi), (5) 

Yi= -Yi+ G(KIEXi), (6) 

Yi=喝+G(KIExi -rw; 潤）， (7)

Yi= -Yi+ G(K1EXi -KIE2巧）. (8) 

Each叩 andYi are an excitatory and inhibitory cells, respectively. G(z) is a sigmoid function; 
G(z) = 2 arctan(z/a)/1r and a is the slope of G(z). The connections for each E-1 p叫rare: self-

excitatory, Wiii inhibitory, -KEri and excitatory, }くIE• The connections have the same constant 
values independent of the cell number i. These values are set to Wii = 1.0, KIE = KEr = 2.0, 
a= 0.1, to satisfy the oscillatory condition of an E-1 p叫r(Hay邸 hi,1992). 
The symmetrical connections between E-1 p叫rsare: excitatory, Wii (C邸 e1) or KrE2 (Case 4); in-
hibitory, -KE12 (Case 2) or -IWij (Case 3), respectively. Ii is the input bias for the i-th excitatory 

cell (11 # 12). These variables Ii and Wij (or KE12,IWi;,KrE2) are bifurcation parameters. 
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< Asynchronous Cases > 

Wtt W11 

< Synchronous Cases > 

Wu 

Figure 1: Four types of connection architectures. Symmetrical connections between homogeneous 
E-I pairs (excitatory cell: x;, inhibitory cell: Yi, input bi邸： /;) are denoted by a bold-line. ~and 
→ denote inhibitory connections and excitatory connections, respectively. 

3 Results of numerical analysis 

In this section, we show by numerical analysis that Cases 1 and 3 tend to be asynchronous, while 
Cases 2 and 4 tend to be synchronous over a wide parameter area. We also explain briefly the 
differences between the bifurcation structures of the four cases. 
We define the synchronous and asynchronous oscillations as a frequency-locking limit cycle and a 
frequency-unlocking quasi-periodic orbit or chaos, respectively. 

First, the two input biases are assumed to be 11 > 0,11 > h-Each input is varied from -1.0 

to 1.0 in 0.2 increments. By exchange of cell numbe!s, J1く 12is equivalent to the case Ii > 12, 
and by simple variable-change (函＝一Xiふ＝一祐，li= -li) using the fact that G(z) is an odd 
function, the case 11く 0is also equivalent to the case 11 > 0. Thus, the result has symmetry. 

For a combination of the input bias, each connection parameter is varied from 0.01 to 2.6 in 
0.001 increments. On the 4-th order Runge-Kutta approximation (△ t = 0.01), there are 30,000 
iterations after 30,000 iterations of the transition phase from the initial values: Xi(O)三 Ii,Yi(O)三 o.
Though the model has multi-stable solutions for different initial states from the conditions xi(O)三

I碍 (0)三 0,only the case of the above initial states is discussed below. 
We obtained the bifurcation diagrams according to whether the oscillations are frequency-locked 

or not, using Fourier analysis of the waveform Xi(t) and a Poincare section on the projection planes 
Xi -Yi• In this paper, we do not discriminate between chaos and a quasi-periodic orbit. 

Fig. 2 shows each 3D diagram that has a roof on the start points of stable points by the primary 
Hopf bifurcation, and a curved surface on the start points of harmonic limit cycles by frequency 

locking from quasi-periodic orbits. Fig. 3 shows the 2D-sections of /1 = const for each case. In the 
figure, (a, ()) denotes the winding numbers of a harmonic limit cycle on each projection plane. 

ー
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The main result of this paper is the following. 
For the HLC regions in the weakly connected area (0 < each connection parameter< 1) under the 
roof, the difference between Cases 1 & 3 and Cases 2 & 4 is as follows. 

(Cases 1 and 3) Since there are only several thin, isolated HLC regions in the wide QPO region, 
the oscillations between E-I pairs with different input biases tend to be asynchronous. 

(Cases 2 and 4) Since the QPO region is comparatively small in the SLC and HLC regions, the 
oscillations tend to be synchronous . The harmonics (1, 2), (2, 2) and simple limit cycle 
coexist in the HLC regions. 

In Cases 1 and 3, the thin HLC regions are not drawn in the left and right wings of the QPO 

region, because the figures have symmetry. When the input bias 11 is less than 0.8 in Case 3, the 
HLC region of the harmonics (3, 4) vanish, although this is not shown in Fig. 3. 
Unfortunately, we can not・analytically show this difference between Cases 1 & 3 and Cases 2 & 4. 
For non-perturbative coupling, a theoretical analysis of the difference in measure of locking regions 
is very difficult (perhaps even impossible at present). The investigation of the difference requires 
further study. 

In addition, we show other results as follows. 
In the strongly connected area, the primary Hopf bifurcation points are approximately on a line 

(Case 1:Whopf and Case 2: Kho.pf), or are almost constant (Case 3 : IWhopf and Case 4: Khopf). 
Though this line can be approximately analyzed, it is not disussed in this paper. 

As each connection parameter increases from zero, the common typical bifurcation route is: 
two independent limit cycles→ harmonic limit cycle (frequency locking or unlocking by saddle-node 
birth-death bifurcation on a Poincare section)← r quasi-periodic orbit (secondary Hopf bifurcation) 
or chaos (breaking T2 torus)→ simple limit cycle (primary Hopf bifurcation)→ stable point. 

Fig. 4(a) shows an example of a typical bifurcation route from torus to stable point through 
the limit cycle in each case. However, Fig. 4(b) shows an example of a complex bifurcation route 
from the CM region to the SP region in Cases 2 and 4. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the CM region has 
a simple limit cycle of the two synchronized pairs, a limit cycle on a line by another destabilized 
pair and a complex orbit. To determine this complex orbit by type of attractor, a more detailed 
analysis will be required. 

4 Discussions 

In the following, we discuss briefly how to use the bifurcation diagrams to construct a network with 
local connections for a segmentation task. 
Based on the result of the bifurcation diagrams of two E-1 pairs, we investigated an example of 
orientation feature extraction from a pattern image of a hand-written number (Hayashi, 1993). In 

order to synchronize the line segment pixels (corresponding to the E-1 pairs) with similar input 
values in one direction on the drawing, the connection parameter Wij between the nearest-neighbor 
E-cells (Case 1) in the same direction is set to a value in the synchronous area of the bifurcation 
diagram. As a result, the synchronizations grow larger than the size of the nearest-neighbor con-
nections, and the power of the cross-correlation between them increases with the increasing value 
of the connection parameter. Also, the synchronization between pixels depends on the difference in 
input values. In the case of other connection architectures (Cases 2-4), there is a similar tendency 
toward synchronization. 

These results suggest that, in the case of multi-pairs with local connections, the synchronous 
area in the parameter area has a qualitatively similar range. However, since such a nonlinear system 
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is not additive, the general case of multi-pairs (without local connections) may not have a similar 
result. For the case of multi-pairs, future studies, both theoretical and numerical, are required. 
The existence of chaos is also an open question (even in the case of two pairs). 

In this paper, while the initialization of the states at each input time is assumed, the model 
has multi-stable solutions for initial states that differ from our conditions xi(O)三 I紅 1i(O)三 0.
This is interesting from a theoretical point of view. However, from an application point of view, 
multi-solutions may be too complex to use for a segmentation task. 

5 Conclusion 

We have discussed the relation between synchronous/asynchronous oscillations and the connec-
tion architectures between two E-I pairs. Through numerical analysis, we have shown that, in 
a wide parameter area, the excitatory-excitatory and inhibitory-inhibitory connections tend to 
be asynchronous, while the excitatory-inhibitory and inhibitory-excitatory connections tend to be 

synchronous. 
To conclude, the results are consistent with the classification of synchronous/asynchronous con-

nection types in Konig's model in the sense of an equivalent self-feedback. Our analysis indicates 
that the self-feedback effects are important for this relation between connection types and synchro-
nization of oscillations. Further, we have discussed how our results may be useful for constructing 
a network with local connections for a segmentation task. 
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Figure 2: Three-dimensional bifurcation diagram for each case. The roof and the curved surface 

denote starting points of stable points and harmonic limit cycles, respectively. 
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Figure 4: Trajectories on the projection plane x1 -y1. (a) Typical bifurcation route: QPO -locking 

→ HLC -unlocking→ QPO -2ndHopf→ SLC -lstHopf→ SP, (b) Complex route: CM(simple 

limit cycle)← + CM(complex orbit)→ CM(limit cycle on line) -lstl-Iopf —SP. 
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